SECRET
PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED

FROM: CINCUSO SOG MACARTHUR
TO: CINCUSO TOKYO JAPAN, DEPT OF ARMY FOR JOS (CINOFE PASSES)
NR: 0 63154 1582452 15 SEP 50

During the night of 15-16 Sept the First Marine Div further consolidated its positions in Inchon and to the south thereof, meeting only sporadic resistance. Coordinated attacks this morning all link up the two wings of the Div. ROK Marines, attached to the First Marine Div, are clearing up the northern half of the city of Inchon.

Preparation for the landing of heavy equipment and supplies progressed throughout the night. The high tide this morning will provide the first use of the inner harbor of Inchon for this purpose. Operations continue exactly on planned schedule.

ACTION: JOS
INFO: CIN, CNO, CSAP
ON IN 12050 (16 SEP 50) DPO 1523022 mid/4